Molecular analysis of myc gene mutants.
We describe the generation and characterization of a series of deletion mutants of the avian acute leukaemia virus MC29 which allow the study of the function of the myc in transformation of quail embryo fibroblasts in vitro and tumour induction in vivo. These mutants, which are deleted in the 3' portion of the myc gene, fail to transform macrophages in vitro or induce tumours in vivo but are still able to transform morphologically fibroblasts. From one of these mutants a 'recovered' MC29 virus was generated which, like wild type MC29, transformed fibroblasts and macrophages in vitro. When tested in vivo this virus induced lymphomas of T and B cells rather that the endotheliomas induced by wild type MC29. This system allows us to investigate another question which is the mechanism by which the virus (or oncogene it contains) preferentially transforms one cell type.